Get Started with NYU Classes!

1. Setup Course Site
2. Learn the Tools
3. Find your Blackboard content
4. Video Modules
5. Designing Your Course Site
6. Instructor-Led Training Options

**Video: Get Started!**

From accessing NYU Classes to creating your course site... Learn the basics in just five minutes!

---

**Get Started Quick Guide!**

>>Review the Instructor Quick Start Guide to learn the basics of NYU Classes!

---

**Important Note for the GNU**

If you are going to be traveling or using NYU Classes at one of the university’s global sites:

- Change your NYU Classes Time Zone, ensuring that all deadlines and scheduled entries match your current location’s time zone. NYU Classes: Setting your time zone
- Set up your NYU VPN (Virtual Private Network) to access all supported University Services.

---

**Additional Support**

Need live support? Contact the IT Service Desk for 24x7x365 assistance.